“MY EYE EXPLODED”

THE GLOBAL ABUSE OF KINETIC IMPACT PROJECTILES
Amnesty International is a global movement of more than 13 million people who campaign for a world where human rights are enjoyed by all.

Our vision is for every person to enjoy all the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights standards.

We are independent of any government, political ideology, economic interest or religion and are funded mainly by our membership and public donations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Across the world peaceful protesters have faced waves of repression from police and military forces in deliberate attempts to crush dissent. While less lethal weapons are promoted as safer alternatives to firearms, all too often these weapons are used unlawfully to harass, intimidate, punish or drive away protesters, undermining their right to peaceful assembly.

This briefing explores the widespread, global misuse of kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs), often called rubber or plastic bullets, in the policing of public assembly. It also examines the gaps in the regulation of their manufacture, use and trade, and looks at other types of projectiles, such as metal shot (which is not designed for use in law enforcement, is particularly dangerous, and whose use in law enforcement must be prohibited). Finally, it examines the unlawful use of tear gas grenades as projectiles fired directly against individuals, or at low angles into crowds, which is a disturbing global trend that has led to hundreds of serious injuries and some deaths.

Kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) include plastic and rubber bullets and other projectiles such as bean bags, foam rounds and large and small balls, which are often fired from 37-40mm “riot gun” launchers. Single projectiles which can be fired reliably and accurately and cause only limited blunt trauma (as opposed to penetrating injuries) can have a legitimate role in law enforcement if used in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force. But multiple projectiles, multiple-barrel launchers and poorly designed single projectiles which cannot be fired accurately or safely cannot be used lawfully and must be prohibited.

Law enforcement officials have often employed KIPs recklessly or for punitive effect in unjustified or disproportionate uses of force. KIPs have frequently been fired recklessly into crowds to disperse them. Attempts to target violent individuals have resulted in unintended injuries, as many launched projectiles are inaccurate, particularly at longer ranges. At shorter ranges, KIPs travelling at high velocity can inflict severe injuries, often resulting in permanent disability. In some cases, it appears that law enforcement officials have used force in a discriminatory manner, specifically targeting certain groups with the unlawful use of KIPs, as well as dangerous weapons not designed for crowd control, such as hunting shot.

This briefing begins by looking at the history of the adoption of KIPs from the 1950s, the large variety of different types now in use and the significant potential health impacts of these powerful and potentially life-threatening weapons. Using illustrative cases drawn from across the world, it shows how their misuse has inflicted serious injuries on peaceful protesters, journalists and bystanders alike – including eye loss and blinding – and in some cases have even led to death.

The briefing then examines the many types of inherently abusive KIPs that are currently manufactured, promoted, traded and used by police and military forces globally. These types are dangerous by design or manufacture, have a long record of causing serious injuries and must be prohibited for law enforcement. They include multiple projectiles and multiple-tube/barrel launch systems designed to launch multiple KIPs simultaneously or rapidly in succession that are impossible to use accurately and result in disproportionate and indiscriminate use of force. They also include certain types of single projectiles – such as large rubber balls – which are inherently inaccurate, cause unwarranted injuries and must not be used for law enforcement. Rubber-coated metal bullets penetrate the body and cannot be described as “less lethal” projectiles; their use must also be prohibited.

Some types of projectiles are not designed to be used for law enforcement and their employment for such purposes must be prohibited. Metal (usually lead) shot (including “birdshot” or “buckshot” designed for hunting) is used in some countries for crowd control – a practice that is entirely inappropriate, unlawful and has resulted in horrific spray-pattern injuries and thousands of blindings. Other law enforcement weapons, such as tear gas grenades, have been used in ways in which they were never intended to be deployed - fired directly at individuals risking death or severe injuries. Such dangerous methods of use must be prohibited.

This briefing analyses weaknesses and gaps in the way the use of KIPs is regulated, assessing law enforcement guidance manuals, laws and regulations which are often overly broad or permissive, and do not satisfy international law and standards on the use of force. It also presents illustrative cases of the irresponsible trade in KIPs and launchers that have been employed in an arbitrary and excessive manner, which in certain cases amount to torture or other forms of ill-treatment.

Given the grave human rights impacts of this equipment, robust domestic laws and standards on their adoption and use must be introduced or strengthened and thoroughly implemented. This includes rigorous, independent, scientific/ballistic testing and review of all equipment before it is authorized for use to ensure that it can be used safely, in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force. It also includes regular training of law enforcement officials authorized to use KIPs; close supervision of use; recording and assessment of each discharge; chain of command responsibility and access to medical assistance for those targeted. Law enforcement officials found responsible for violations must be brought to justice in fair proceedings. Victims of violations must receive adequate remedy for any unlawful physical and/or psychological injuries suffered.

There is also an urgent need to introduce national, regional and global controls on the trade in KIPs. This would include, first, prohibitions on the manufacture, trade and use of inherently abusive KIPs and launchers; and, second, strict human rights-based trade controls on KIPs and launchers which can be deployed safely, to ensure they are traded responsibly.

Working with partners the International Human Rights Clinic of Harvard Law School and the Centre for Victims of Torture (CVT), Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation are advocating for the creation of a new Torture-free Trade Treaty. Such a treaty would close significant regulatory gaps by introducing global, legally-binding prohibitions and trade controls on law enforcement equipment used in the commission of torture or other ill-treatment.
At the same time as states discuss international regulation, they must impose their own restrictions, refusing to permit specific transfers of less lethal and other law enforcement equipment, including KIPs and related launchers, where there are clear human rights risks of misuse by the intended end users, and prohibiting the production and trade of inherently abusive models which cannot be used in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force.

Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation are calling on states to:

- Prohibit the manufacture, trade and use of inherently inaccurate, indiscriminate or otherwise dangerous KIPs and related launchers;
- Impose strict, human rights-based trade controls on all other KIPs and related launchers, and prohibit their transfer where there is a clear or substantial risk that they would be used to commit or facilitate serious human rights violations, including torture or other forms of ill-treatment;
- Explicitly prohibit the use of KIPs for generalised crowd control, including dispersal;
- Ensure that KIPs may only be used against violent individuals posing an imminent threat of severe harm to persons, as a last resort when less extreme means is insufficient to achieve this objective, and are never aimed at the upper part of the body or groin area;
- Ban the use of weapons not designed for crowd control - such as hunting shotguns firing metal shot - in law enforcement;
- Provide adequate and prompt remedy including appropriate medical care and rehabilitation, and fair and adequate financial compensation to those impacted by unlawful use of KIPs.

This briefing draws on research carried out by Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation over the last five years in over 30 countries and territories in all regions where the misuse of kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) and related launchers has been documented. Research includes verified visual evidence, witness testimonies, medical reports and judicial and administrative rulings. Illustrative case studies on misuse of KIPs in Chile, Colombia, France, India, Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Spain, Sudan and the USA comprise Amnesty International research with peer-reviewed medical studies, research by local NGOs, UN bodies and official government reports.

Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation surveyed published operational manuals, national laws, regulations and guidance documents on the use of KIPs in Argentina, Chile, France, South Africa, the UK and the USA. Published company literature featuring types and specifications of KIPs and related launchers was also consulted from the Omega Research Foundation's extensive archive of materials related to the global manufacture, trade, procurement, and use of military, security, and policing weapons.

For recommendations on use, Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation drew on the UN Human Rights Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons in Law Enforcement, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Human Rights Handbook on Policing Assemblies, UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Resource book on the Use of Force and Firearms in Law Enforcement, the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials and Amnesty International’s Use of Force Guidelines. This briefing is part of a larger body of work developed by Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation examining the human rights risks of less lethal weapons, including previous investigations into the misuse of tear gas, and police batons. Complementary policy papers on chemical irritants, batons and KIPs have been developed by Amnesty International Netherlands. This work supports ongoing advocacy efforts to establish global regulations on the manufacture and trade in less lethal weapons, at domestic, regional and international levels. The UN is currently considering adopting international standards in this area, with the possibility of developing a binding International Torture-Free Trade Treaty.

Prior to publication, Amnesty International wrote to Alsetex, B&T AG, Combined Systems, Inc., Condor Tecnologias Não-Letais, Defense Technology ® and TEC Harseim SpA outlining our main findings and inviting responses. B&T AG replied declining to comment; no other companies had responded at the time of writing.
3.1 BACKGROUND

Less lethal kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) were originally developed by the UK and US military. Early use was in Hong Kong in the late 1950s by UK military forces who deployed “skip-fired” (i.e., rebounded off the ground) “wooden bullets” made of tea-leaf against refugees, as direct fire of these projectiles was deemed too dangerous. The 1970s saw the use of rubber bullets, and later plastic models, developed by the UK Ministry of Defence for use by the British Army in Northern Ireland. These projectiles were highly inaccurate and dangerous, causing severe injuries in some instances, including the blinding of a 10-year-old boy, and up to 17 deaths, eight of whom were children. Plastic bullets were also used to quell unrest in apartheid South Africa in the 1980s, leading to facial fractures and eye damage, among other injuries.

In the USA, the US Army developed a range of different projectiles in the late 1960s and early 1970s, including wooden blocks – used against protesters in the University of California at Berkeley in 1968 - beanbags, rubber projectiles filled with liquid and small plastic balls. Concerns were repeatedly raised both in the USA and the UK about the safety and appropriateness of KIPs, and the lack of adequate research into the potential health impacts of this then-emerging technology.

More recently, over a hundred different types and designs of kinetic impact projectiles and launchers have been developed and manufactured in many countries, with no international standards regulating product design or performance. KIPs have proliferated to law enforcement agencies across the world through a largely unregulated international trade involving a range of small, medium-sized and large companies based in both the global north and south.

There are growing concerns around the human rights impact of the widespread misuse of KIPs and other types of projectiles in crowd control throughout the world. In the protests that erupted in Chile in October 2019, carabineros fired over 100,000 rounds of rubberised buckshot at protesters resulting in hundreds of eye injuries. During Colombia’s National Strike in April 2021 over 100 protesters suffered eye injuries resulting from various types of projectiles used by the police. Physicians for Human Rights found that police forces had shot at least 115 people in the head and neck with KIPs across the USA in the first two months of protests after the killing of George Floyd, at least 30 of whom had suffered permanent eye damage. A systematic review of medical literature published between 1990 and June 2017 on deaths and injuries resulting from the use of KIPs, found that at least 53 people had died as a result of injuries sustained by KIPs, with 300 people suffering permanent disability.

“Americans have the right to speak and congregate publicly, and should be able to exercise this right without the fear of blindness. You shouldn’t have to choose between your vision and your voice.”

American Academy of Ophthalmology

USA: “MY EYE EXPLODED”
When protests erupted across the USA in the wake of the death of George Floyd on 25 May 2020, police frequently responded with excessive use of force. During the 10 days immediately following Floyd’s death, Amnesty International documented 125 cases of police violence in 40 states and the District of Columbia in response to Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests, many involving less lethal weapons, including KIPs, often used against peaceful protesters.

One protester, who was shot by a rubber bullet while attending a demonstration in Minneapolis, Minnesota on 31 May 2020 told Amnesty International: “My eye exploded from the impact of the rubber bullet and my nose moved from where it should be to below the other eye. The first night I was in the hospital they gathered up the pieces of my eye and sewed it back together. Then they moved my nose back where it should be and reshaped it. They put in a prosthetic eye – so I can only see out of my right eye now.” A study of medical admissions during the Minneapolis protests identified 45 patients with injuries from rubber bullets, 10 with eye trauma and 16 with traumatic brain injuries.
In response to the pattern of abuse US cities and some states have banned or proposed bans on the use of KIPs in the policing of public protest.\(^1\) On 30 September 2021, the Governor of the State of California signed into law Assembly Bill No. 48 which prohibits the use of kinetic impact projectiles “to disperse any assembly, protest, or demonstration.”\(^4\) On 30 October 2020, the US Congress introduced a bill directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services “to conduct a comprehensive study on the health care impacts of the use of kinetic impact projectiles in the United States” including “the frequency and severity of injuries and health impacts caused by the use of kinetic impact projectiles” and “a demographic and racial breakdown of individuals who have been impacted by kinetic impact projectile–caused injuries domestically.”\(^16\) The Bill failed to pass in the 116th Congress and no similar bill was introduced in the 117th Congress.

![A protester suffers an eye injury during demonstrations against the death of George Floyd outside the 3rd Police Precinct on 27 May 2020 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. © AFP via Getty Images](https://media.gettyimages.com/photos/a-protester-suffers-an-eye-injury-during-demonstrations-against-the-death-of-picture-id1220777368?k=6&m=1220777368&s=612x612&w=0&h=6S5vOOGm6Nz7Z3Wjg0PszxMxG6h9a66gC8Vrcm5Xy04=)

**3.2 WHAT ARE KINETIC IMPACT PROJECTILES?**

Launched kinetic impact projectiles, sometimes referred to as ‘baton rounds’, ‘impact rounds, ‘rubber bullets’, or ‘plastic bullets’, are typically fired from launchers or shotguns; some are expelled from grenades such as the “sting ball grenade”, which can be hand-thrown or weapon launched. Different models of cartridge or grenade can contain different numbers of projectiles, and the projectiles can also differ in size, design and composition. Multiple projectiles, multiple-barrel launchers and poorly-designed single projectiles which cannot be fired accurately or safely cannot be used lawfully and must be prohibited (see Chapter 4 below).

Examples include rubber, plastic or PVC balls or “bullets”, large, sponge or foam-tipped cylinder projectiles; bean bags - fabric bags usually weighted with lead shot or silica sand; and cartridges filled with rubber or plastic balls. Different shapes and sizes include large and small balls or cylinders, and can be made of rubber, PVC, dense foam or wood. Certain types of KIPs are intended to burst and fragment on impact delivering their payload including chemical irritants such as chlorobenzylidenemalonitrile (CS), Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) or pelargonic acid vanillylamide (PAVA).\(^23\)

For a full list of references, see Annex 1.


\(^{19}\) US Congress, 116th Congress H. R. 8709, “Bill ... to conduct a comprehensive study on the health care impacts of the use of kinetic impact projectiles in the United States”, 30 October 2020, [https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-116hr8709ih/pdf/BILLS-116hr8709ih.pdf](https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-116hr8709ih/pdf/BILLS-116hr8709ih.pdf)

\(^{20}\) For full list of references, see Annex 1.

\(^{21}\) The helicopter case is based on testimony gathered from protesters in Sacaba, Bolivia, see Amnesty International, [The helicopter case is based on testimony gathered from protesters in Sacaba, Bolivia, see Amnesty International,](https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/southern-africa-covid19-a-pretext-for-surge-in-harassment-of-journalists-and-weakening-of-media-houses-by-states/)

\(^{22}\) On 30 October 2020, the US Congress introduced a bill directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services “to conduct a comprehensive study on the health care impacts of the use of kinetic impact projectiles in the United States”, including “the frequency and severity of injuries and health impacts caused by the use of kinetic impact projectiles” and “a demographic and racial breakdown of individuals who have been impacted by kinetic impact projectile–caused injuries domestically.” The Bill failed to pass in the 116th Congress and no similar bill was introduced in the 117th Congress.


\(^{24}\) Designed single projectiles which cannot be fired accurately or safely cannot be used lawfully and must be prohibited (see Chapter 4 below).

\(^{25}\) Examples include rubber, plastic or PVC balls or “bullets”, large, sponge or foam-tipped cylinder projectiles; bean bags - fabric bags usually weighted with lead shot or silica sand; and cartridges filled with rubber or plastic balls. Different shapes and sizes include large and small balls or cylinders, and can be made of rubber, PVC, dense foam or wood. Certain types of KIPs are intended to burst and fragment on impact delivering their payload including chemical irritants such as chlorobenzylidenemalonitrile (CS), Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) or pelargonic acid vanillylamide (PAVA).
THE RIGHT OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY

The right to peacefully protest is a cornerstone of the human rights system. It allows people to express solidarity while publicly airing grievances and express aspirations, for example for the greater protection and promotion of other human rights, including social, cultural and economic rights. The right of peaceful assembly is particularly important to marginalized individuals and groups and its suppression is “typically a marker of repression.” 24 Law enforcement officials have a responsibility to facilitate and protect the exercise of the right of peaceful assembly, where possible through communication, negotiation, and mediation. While law enforcement officials should focus on deescalating potential violence, in limited cases force may be necessary to protect life and physical integrity and to minimize harm and injury. Any use of force, including the use of less lethal weapons, must comply with the fundamental principles of legality, necessity, proportionality and precaution. 25 Less lethal weapons must not be used in situations of crowd control that can be addressed through less harmful means, especially in situations involving the exercise of the right of peaceful assembly. 26

3.3 TYPES OF KIP LAUNCHERS

Many different types of launchers are currently used by military, security and police forces to launch KIPs, from handheld weapons to fixed or mountable multiple-barrel launchers. Some drone systems are also capable of launching KIPs, though have so far only been documented launching tear gas grenades.

HANDHELD LAUNCHING WEAPONS

Some firearms, such as shotguns, can fire both lethal and less lethal ammunition. A wide range of more specialised large calibre firearms – commonly 37/38 mm, 40 mm or 56mm – are typically used to fire KIPs and other less lethal projectiles. Also known as “riot guns” or grenade launchers, they can be single or multiple-shot and can be identified by their wider barrels. A distinct type of specially-designed launcher is the air or CO₂ powered launcher, often distinguishable by the presence of a gas canister attached to the weapon. They are small calibre, often with a large “hopper” for the projectiles and are semi-automatic enabling rapid fire. 27

FIXED/MOUNTABLE MULTIPLE-BARREL LAUNCHERS

A broad range of multiple-barrel launchers have been developed which are usually mounted on ground vehicles, such as armoured personnel carriers, but can be fixed to structures, such as buildings, or employed as free-standing devices on tripods. The number and calibre of barrels varies, and they are often capable of launching KIPs and other less lethal projectiles. Also known as “riot guns” or grenade launchers, they can be single or multiple-shot and can be identified by their wider barrels. A distinct type of specially-designed launcher is the air or CO₂ powered launcher, often distinguishable by the presence of a gas canister attached to the weapon. They are small calibre, often with a large “hopper” for the projectiles and are semi-automatic enabling rapid fire. 27

3.4 WHAT ARE THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF KIPS?

“Energy projectiles are very high on the use of force continuum and next on the scale to the use of firearms … police must understand that energy projectiles are less lethal, but if used incorrectly they can cause death or serious injury.”

KIPs should be used at a distance from the intended target and are meant to cause at most minimal blunt trauma (bruising) injuries while inflicting sufficient pain to deter or incapacitate those individuals targeted. They are intended to be used as an alternative to other forms of force, notably firearms. However, poor weapon and ammunition design and unlawful use of KIPs can result in penetrating wounds, life-changing injuries, and even death.

The health impacts of KIPs depend on the composition, size, mass of the projectiles, their stability, accuracy and velocity with which they are fired, the distance from which they are fired, and the type of launcher used. 28 There are a number of trade-offs which make KIPs particularly difficult to use safely. The closer the range to the target, the higher the velocity/kinetic energy a projectile will possess; at longer ranges the more inaccurate a projectile will be. 29 In practice, safe firing distances are difficult to specify, and vary greatly depending on the weapon type, the manufacturer, and national, state and individual police force regulations. 30
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Of particular concern are injuries to the eye which have resulted in multiple cases of vision impairment and other injuries, according to Haar RJ and others, “Death, injury and disability from kinetic impact projectiles” (previously cited).

Between 1970 and 1975, over 55,000 rubber bullets were fired in Northern Ireland, with an estimated death rate of one in 18,000 from these injuries; 300 people suffered permanent disability. Deaths and permanent disability often resulted from strikes to the head and neck and involved KIPs with a metal core or composite. Of particular concern are injuries to the eye which have resulted in the loss of vision, due to instances such as concussion, skull fracture and brain injury, lacerations, bone fractures, rupture of internal organs/internal haemorrhaging, testicular trauma, heart and lung puncturing from broken ribs, and muscle/nerve damage.

The catalogue of deaths and life-changing injuries caused by the use of KIPs in the policing of public assembly reinforces the need for strict regulations of their manufacture, design, use and trade. Of key importance is the prohibition of certain types of inherently abusive projectiles and launchers which is explored in the next chapter.

Historical medical studies have shown a pattern of injuries and deaths from the use of KIPs in Northern Ireland in the 1970s, Israel/OPT in the 1990s, with more recent work on Kashmir and France.  

According to a medical literature review of papers published between 1990 and June 2017, over 90% of injuries caused by KIPs affecting the “head and neck, ocular, nervous, cardiovascular, pulmonary and thoracic, abdominal and urogenital injuries were severe.”

Due to injuries caused by KIPs affecting the “head and neck, ocular, nervous, cardiovascular, pulmonary and thoracic, abdominal and urogenital injuries were severe.” The review identified 1,984 people, 53 of whom died as a result of their injuries; 300 people suffered permanent disability. Deaths and permanent disability often resulted from strikes to the head and neck and involved KIPs with a metal core or composite. Of particular concern are injuries to the eye which have resulted in multiple cases of eyeball rupture, haemorrhage or even retinal detachment leading to loss of sight. Other injuries include cases of concussion, skull fracture and brain injury, lacerations, bone fractures, rupture of internal organs/internal haemorrhaging, testicular trauma, heart and lung puncturing from broken ribs and muscle/nerve damage.

The catalogue of deaths and life-changing injuries caused by the use of KIPs in the policing of public assembly reinforces the need for strict regulations of their manufacture, design, use and trade. Of key importance is the prohibition of certain types of inherently abusive projectiles and launchers which is explored in the next chapter.
The UN Guidance also states that multiple projectiles are inaccurate and “in general, their use cannot comply with the principles of necessity and proportionality.”

To be used lawfully, KIPS must be capable of being accurately targeted and hitting the intended target. According to UN guidance this means that impact projectiles “should be capable of striking an individual to within a 10-centimetre diameter of the targeted point when fired from the designated range.” As with all use of less lethal weapons, law enforcement officials must use KIPS in compliance with the human rights principles of legality, legitimate aim, necessity and proportionality.

4.1 KIP AMMUNITION CONTAINING MULTIPLE PROJECTILES

according to the UNODC: “Weapons that fire multiple projectiles at the same time … should never be used due to the risk of injury to bystanders.” Yet many types of multiple projectile rubber bullets and multiple rubber/wood/foam baton rounds are widely marketed. This includes various types of hand launched “slings shot” grenades which on detonation spray up to a 180 rubber or plastic balls in all directions. Multiple KIPS containing metals are particularly dangerous and have led to severe, life-changing injuries as well as deaths.

RUBBERIZED BUCKSHOT

The Chilean company TEC Harseim has manufactured “rubber shot” “anti-disturbance” rounds that contain twelve spherical projectiles in each cartridge which travel at 410 metres per second, according to company literature. In addition to the inherent inaccuracy of multiple projectile systems, the part-metal content of each projectile, and the amount of propelant in the shell, makes this type of projectile too heavy and fast to be used safely as a less lethal KIP. It resulted in hundreds of serious eye injuries during the protests in Chile in October and November 2019 before its use was limited on 19 November 2019.
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CHILE: CATASTROPHIC EYE INJURIES

In mid-October 2019, protests spread across Chile prompted by demands for decent pensions, housing, quality public education, and healthcare. President Sebastián Piñera responded with a state of emergency decree and deployed the army and police to suppress the protests. For over a month, police forces used heavier and faster than usual multiple kinetic impact projectiles - the TEC Harseim pellets - which were described as “spherical rubber units”, but in fact had traces of lead, silicon and aluminium, among other substances. During October more than 104,000 rounds were fired. After hundreds of injuries – many catastrophic eye injuries - the use of the TEC Harseim ammunition was limited for use in crowd control on 19 November 2019 but remains permissible for use “in certain constellations” such as to prevent or repel aggressions against the physical integrity of demonstrators, other persons or police officers.53

According to an evaluation by Chile’s National Institute for Human Rights, police actions in the protests which began on 18 October resulted in more than 440 eye injuries, with over 30 cases of eye loss, or ocular rupture.54 A peer-reviewed medical study on the impact of KIPs during the protests in Chile, which assessed the records of all patients who sought care or were referred to the Eye Trauma Unit during the protests, recorded 182 cases of ocular trauma related to the misuse of KIPs and found that 33 cases had total blindness and 98 cases (49.5%) had severe visual impairment or were blind at first examination. Around 20% of the cases caused by KIPs had open-globe trauma (i.e. penetrating eye injury).55 One of the most severe cases was that of the 22-year-old student, Gustavo Galicia, who was blinded in both eyes after being hit in the face by pellets fired by police. Amnesty International contacted him, sought a remedy on his behalf, and he is an amicus curiae in a case of hate crime brought by the police.56

As yet there has been no accountability for those commanding the police operations.57

4.2 POORLY-DESIGNED SINGLE PROJECTILES

Some single KIPs are inherently inaccurate and/ or unstable and cannot be used to target specific parts of an individual’s body.58 In Spain, the use of inherently inaccurate large rubber balls proved so dangerous that their use was prohibited by some police forces in 2014.59

SPAIN: LARGE RUBBER BALLS

Long ball-shaped rubber ball KIPs which are inherently inaccurate have caused multiple serious injuries, including eye injuries. The campaign coalition Stop Balas de Goma, has documented one death from head trauma and 24 serious injuries, including 11 cases of severe eye injury. Four of which have led to loss of sight in one eye to 2000 to 2020.60 In February 2014, members of the Spanish Civil Guard fired 145 rubber balls and 5 smoke grenades at 200 migrants, refugees and asylum seekers from Sub-Saharan Africa attempting to swim to El Tarajal beach in Ceuta, an autonomous city of Spain on the north coast of Africa, contributing to the deaths by drowning of at least 14 people.61 As a result of multiple serious injuries, often to bystanders,62 local police forces in Catalonia, Euskadi and Navarra prohibited the use of rubber bullets between 2014 and 2017, though they are still used by the Cuerpo Nacional de Población and the Guardia Civil across Spain.63

Swiss manufactured B&T AG SIR (Safe Impact Rounds) and the more powerful extended range variant SIR-X – were gradually adopted from 2014 after the banning of the rubber balls. However, their misuse by Spanish police forces has led to multiple serious injuries. The Generalitat de Cataluña has recommended that the SIR-X should be used at a range of between 20 and 50 metres, which is not in line with manufacturer’s recommended range of greater than 30 metres.64

Amnesty International has documented four serious injuries involving the use of foam impact rounds: two cases involved loss of eyeshot, one the loss of a testicle and another which required the surgical removal of damaged skull tissue. A parliamentary commission on the police model has called on the Catalan government to withdraw the projectile SIR-X and to consider the replacement of all foam projectiles for less harmful options.65 One of the cases of Spanish police misuse of KIPs detailed by AI Spain, an unnamed 18-year-old man identified as “A” was walking very close to Playa d’Urgoquina in Barcelona on 18 October 2019 where a protest was underway. Although he took no part in the demonstrations he was unexpectedly hit in the head by a foam bullet. After undergoing two operations, he ended up losing the sight in one eye. A criminal investigation was opened after he lodged a complaint but was closed due to the impossibility of identifying the perpetrator of the shooting. The investigation confirmed that his injury was caused by the impact of a less lethal projectile. He has commenced legal proceedings against the state through administrative channels seeking financial compensation.66

60 Instituto Nacional para la Acción Noviolenta (Novaid) and Centro de Defensa de Derechos Humanos (Irídia), Stop Balas de Goma, novaid.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/FinAl-informe-balas-de-goma_compressed.pdf.
63 Instituto Nacional para la Acción Noviolenta (Novaid) and Centro de Defensa de Derechos Humanos (Irídia), Stop Balas de Goma, (previously cited) p. 66.
64 Amnesty International, (Index Number: AMR 22/2586/2020), p. 47; ; “A” is being represented by Irídia – Centro de Defensa de Derechos Humanos.
71 Stop Balas de Goma, (previously cited) p. 66.
RUBBER-COATED METAL BULLETS

Rubber-coated metal bullets used by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) are rigid, heavy and are fired at high velocity, leading to penetrative injuries. According to the UN Human Rights Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons in Law Enforcement, rubber-coated metal bullets “are particularly dangerous and should not be used”. The UNODC also cautions against use due to their “high risk of lethality.” Indeed they should not be considered as less lethal weapons - they are lethal weapons which have led to scores of deaths. Their use has been banned for crowd control within Israel, but continues to be used in the OPT.67

ISRAEL: DECADES OF SERIOUS INJURIES AND FATALITIES

The dangers of the use of rubber-coated metal bullets by the Israeli military, security and police forces, particularly against Palestinians, have been long identified.68 On 2 September 2003, an official Israeli investigation, the Commission of Inquiry into the Clashes Between Security Forces and Israeli Citizens in October 2000, headed by Supreme Court Justice Theodore Or, concluded that rubber-coated metal bullets were lethal weapons and recommended that they should not be used by security forces for policing demonstrations.69 His recommendation was adopted within Israel where the use of rubber-coated metal bullets are banned in all but the most extreme circumstances. However, their routine use has continued in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, resulting in hundreds of injuries and scores of fatalities. A peer reviewed study of 42 patients from the Occupied Palestinian Territories with severe eye injuries caused by kinetic impact projectiles during the Second Intifada concluded that “the term ‘rubber bullet’ is misleading. ‘Rubber bullets’ cause a wide variety of ocular and periocular injuries. Orbital fractures are common. The tissues of the orbit are easily penetrated. If the globe is hit, it is rarely salvageable.”70 The almost exclusive use of these weapons against Palestinian protesters further raises serious concerns regarding the human rights principle of non-discrimination.71

More recently, the UN Human Rights Council’s Report of the independent international commission of inquiry on the protests in the Occupied Palestinian Territory recorded 438 injuries due to the use of rubber-coated metal bullets between 30 March and 31 December 2018 during the Great March protests.72 The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs have recorded thousands of injuries sustained by Palestinian protesters as a result of being hit with rubber-coated metal bullets, rubber bullets and tear gas grenades.73

5.1 METAL PELLETS

Shotgun fired cartridges containing metal pellets (including birdshot or buckshot designed for hunting) are completely inappropriate for use in the policing of public assembly. As each cartridge contains numerous small metal pellets they are inherently indiscriminate, as they cannot be used to target individuals. They consequently have a high risk of causing injury, especially eye injury.74 Their use has been associated with deaths and multiple cases of blinding in Egypt,75 India,76 and Iran.77

An Indian police officer aims his shotgun at Kashmiri protesters during clashes in Srinagar, Kashmir on 18 May 2018. © 2018 SFIPI Images

70 Theodore Or, The Official Summation of the Or Commission Report, 2000, available at the Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel (Adalah)’s website at khaledsummar/report-eng.pd
72 UN Human Rights Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons, 2.11.
74 See, for example, OCHA, “Protection of Civilians Report, 30 August – 12 September 2022”, ochap.o祕/2022/08-12-april-2022.
INDIA: LOSING SIGHT IN JAMMU & KASHMIR

Security forces in Jammu & Kashmir have been using pump-action shotguns firing inherently indiscriminate ammunition containing metal pellets to police protests in the Kashmiri valley since at least 2010, though they are not used in other parts of India. These shotguns fire around 500 metal pellets which spread over a wide area causing serious injury and deaths. Their use has blurred over a thousand and killed at least 14 people since July 2016. Amnesty international documented the cases of 88 people whose eyesight was damaged – some temporarily, some permanently – by metal pellets between 2014 and 2017. The Shri Mahanagar Hari Singh Hospital, where most of the eye injuries are treated, has estimated that 1,253 people had been blinded by the metal pellets used by security forces from mid-2016 to end of 2018, while in January 2018, the Jammu and Kashmir government said that 6,221 people had been injured by shotguns firing pellets since 2016. A medical study of 777 patients diagnosed with pellet gun-related ocular injuries admitted to a tertiary hospital in Srinagar between July and November 2016 concluded that "poor visual outcomes, high costs of medical care, and long-term visual rehabilitation process in these young working-age patients impose a significant physical, emotional, and socio-economic burden to both individuals and the society." In 2016, the then-Home Minister of India urged the armed forces in Jammu & Kashmir to ‘refrain’ from using pellet guns against protesters. In August 2016, the seven-member expert committee set up by the Ministry of Home Affairs to explore alternatives to pellet guns recommended that pellet guns be used only in “rarest of rare cases” but fell short of calling for a complete ban. On the basis of the committee’s recommendations, the Government of India ordered the security forces to use PAVA-Chilli (Shells and Grenades), STUN-LAC (Shells and Grenades) and Tear Smoke Shells to disperse the “rioters” and only if these measures fail. In 2016, the Jammu & Kashmir High Court Bar Association filed a petition in the Jammu & Kashmir High Court calling for a ban on the use of pellet guns as a means of crowd control. The High Court dismissed the petition stating that use of force is ‘inevitable’ while negotiating a ban on pellet guns. Pellet-firing shotguns have no place in law enforcement and their use for such purposes must be prohibited. Their exclusive use in Jammu & Kashmir further raises serious concerns regarding respect for the human rights principle of non-discrimination.

91 Jammu & Kashmir High Court, Srinagar Bench, J&K High Court Bar Association vs Unknown on 11 March 2020, indiansarkar.gov.in/doc/652004101
92 UN Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons (previously cited), 2.11
5.2 THE USE OF TEAR GAS GRENADES AS PROJECTILES

In some cases, law enforcement officers have fired projectiles which are not designed for kinetic impact – such as tear gas grenades - directly at protesters causing serious injuries and deaths. Over the last five years, Amnesty International has documented multiple cases where tear gas grenades were fired directly at individuals or at low angles into crowds including in France, Gaza, Guinea, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Tunisia, and countries across Central and South America. In Iraq, security forces deliberately targeted protesters with Serbian and Iranian military-style grenades which are 10 times heavier than typical tear gas grenades, causing horrific injuries and at least two dozen deaths from October 2019.

THE VENOM LAUNCH SYSTEM IN COLOMBIA

From 28 April 2021, Colombia was enveloped by a wave of protests triggered by a tax reform bill promoted by President Iván Duque at a time when the country was experiencing a social and public health crisis during the Covid-19 pandemic. Since the start of the demonstrations, Amnesty International has documented the Colombian authorities’ violent repression of largely peaceful protests through the excessive and unlawful use of force by members of the security forces, notably the Mobile Anti-Riot Squad (Escuadrón Móvil Antidisturbios, ESMAD).

Colombian security forces have used a variety of lethal and less lethal weapons, including the less lethal US manufactured, Combined Systems Inc. multiple projectile launch system, VENOM. Originally developed for the US Marine Corps, VENOM is a "30-tube, lightweight, highcapacity 38mm grenade launcher [intended for] mounted use on vehicles, tripod mounts, and static installations" which can launch up to 30 flash-bang, CS and smoke projectiles.

Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, local NGOs Temblores, Indepaz and Pais, as well as the media have documented the reckless use of the VENOM launcher by the security forces to suppress protest in several cities, including Bogotá, Cali and Popayán.

A research mission by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) visiting Colombia in June 2021, their subsequent “Observations and Recommendations” noted that its members had received reports “of excessive use of force with less lethal weapons – for example, through… the use of VENOM grenade launchers”.

In Ecuador, Byron Guatotoca died after his skull was pierced-protesters-skulls/ through a bullet wound received on 21 October 2021 when he was shot by ESMAD forces.

In Tanzania, Zainab Redouane died after a tear gas grenade was fired into the crowd by a police officer who shot into the air and then fired directly into the face of a bystander who was hit in the face by a tear gas grenade during the 2019 protests.

In Iraq, security forces deliberately targeted protesters with US manufactured, Combined Systems Inc. multiple projectile launch system, VENOM, which was used extensively against protesters in Colombia in 2021.

In one widely reported incident captured on video, law enforcement officials set up the VENOM multiple-barrel launch system on a tripod on the ground and fired tear gas projectiles recklessly into the crowd.

As a powerful, militarized multiple projectile system which leads to the excessive and uncontrollable use of force, VENOM cannot be used in line with the principles of necessity and proportionality, nor can it be used in compliance with law enforcement officials’ duty to minimize harm. Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation call for the trade and use of this type of weapon to be prohibited for law enforcement.

In Tunisia, Haykl Rachdi and Aymen Mahmoudi were struck in the head by tear gas grenades fired by anti-riot police at close range on 18 January 2021 in Sbeitla, according to relatives. Haykl Rachdi later died of his wounds on 25 January. In France, 80-year-old Zineb Redouane was hit by a tear gas grenade which struck her head through her apartment window in Marseille on 1 December 2018; she died in hospital the following day.

In Venezuela, Juan Pernalete, died after being shot directly in the chest with a tear gas grenade while he was demonstrating in Caracas in April 2017. In October 2022 in Chile, a former police captain was sentenced to 12 years and 183 days in prison for the blinding of 36-year-old Fabiola Campillía, a bystander who was hit in the face by a tear gas grenade during the 2019 protests. In December 2022, Amnesty International verified images of police firing tear gas grenades from close range directly at the bodies of protesters in Plaza San Martín in Lima, Peru. In Ecuador, Byron Guatotoca died after his skull was penetrated by a tear gas canister manufactured by the Brazilian company. Condor after an altercation with security forces.

Hasti Narouie, a 6-year-old girl from Iraq's oppressed Baluch minority, was killed on 30 September 2022 after being hit in the head with a tear gas canister. The fatal incident took place during a violent crackdown on a protest in Zahedan, Sistan and Baluchestan province, after Friday prayers outside a police station opposite a large prayer site.


In Chile, "Pierced-protesters-skulls/" the use of weapons, ""The Weapons Used Against Demonstrators”, 5 March 2020, citizenship.org/2020/03/05/teargas-under-the-fire-the-weapons-used-against-demonstrators/

Temblores ONG, Indepaz y PAIIS, “Informe a la CIDH sobre las violaciones a los derechos humanos cometidas por la fuerza pública contra los manifestantes de Plaza San Martín en Lima, Perú. In Ecuador, Byron Guatotoca died after his skull was penetrated by a tear gas canister manufactured by the Brazilian company. Condor after an altercation with security forces.

See Amnesty International, Tear Gas: an investigation; Incident map: “Direct Fire”, teargas.amnesty.org/incident-map
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In Ecuador, Byron Guatotoca died after his skull was penetrated by a tear gas canister manufactured by the Brazilian company. Condor after an altercation with security forces.
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BRAZILIAN MANUFACTURED TEAR GAS IN SUDAN

In response to the military coup on 25 October 2021, a wave of protests erupted in Sudan, particularly in the capital, Khartoum. They were violently suppressed by the Sudanese security forces employing both live ammunition and less lethal weapons.11 One tactic, documented by human rights monitors has been the dangerous use of launched tear gas grenades as impact projectiles.

The Central Committee of Sudanese Doctors (CCSD) documented 537 blunt trauma injuries caused by tear gas projectiles, with 135 impacting the victim’s head and 12 causing injuries to the chest, “of which led to the loss of the eye from 25 October 2021 until 6 January 2022.”12 Reuters reported in early January 2022 that according to the CCSD two people had been killed after being struck by tear gas projectiles fired by the security services during protests.13 The OHCHR Joint Human Rights Office in Sudan “noted a pattern demonstrating that more than 25 per cent of those injured were hit directly by tear gas grenades” raising concerns that “security forces are firing teargas grenades horizontally, directed at individuals, in violation of international standards.”14

Verified photographic evidence shows that the Sudanese security forces deployed the GL-202 Long Range Tear Gas Projectile manufactured by the Brazilian company Condor Tecnologias Não Letais against protestors in Khartoum in November 2021. Export data published by the Brazilian Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC) showed that a range of weapons and ammunition worth approximately $1.85 million USD were exported from the Nova Iguacu municipality, where Condor is headquartered, to Sudan in September 2021.15

Tear gas grenades and other types of projectiles which are not designed for kinetic impact use are totally inappropriate for such purposes, risk causing deaths and serious injuries, and must never be fired directly at individuals or into crowds. They should be fired at a certain angle clearly above the heads of people (the precise angle will depend on the distance of the launcher from the crowd).16 Firing tear gas grenades directly at protesters is excessive and unlawful use of force and may amount to torture or other ill-treatment.17

5 REGULATION OF THE USE OF KIPS

According to the UN Human Rights Guidance on Less-Lethal Weapons for Law Enforcement, KIPs should “be used only in direct fire with the aim of striking the lower abdomen or legs of a violent individual and only with a view to addressing an imminent threat of injury to either a law enforcement official or a member of the public.”18 In contrast, many national and local guidelines on the use of KIPs are vague or overly permissive and do not sufficiently restrict use to critical situations in which there is a specific threat of violence from an individual in line with UN standards.

6.1 GUIDANCE ON THE USE OF KIPS

Regulations on use of KIPs vary considerably at national, local and law enforcement agency level.

In the USA, policies related to the use of less lethal weapons are fragmented between federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, which authorize the use of different types of KIPs and have different regulations regarding their use.

For example, many law enforcement agencies authorizing the use of the combined chemical irritant/kinetic impact system, PepperBall, permit use in a variety of different, vaguely-defined circumstances which would not meet international law and standards on the use of force. The Georgia Department of Juvenile Justice allows use of the system for “escape prevention” and “the enforcement of lawful orders and directives, upon supervisor approval when other lesser intervention techniques have failed”. The policy does not explicitly restrict use on children, only noting that consideration must be taken of the “physical stature of the youth involved” prior to the use.19 The Lebanon Police Department (New Hampshire) allows use “to gain compliance with a lawful command or order”, though does explicitly prohibit use for “coercion, harassment or any form of abuse or punishment”.20 The Luna County Sheriff’s Office (New Mexico) includes as one type of acceptable use the extremely vague and permissive “when ordered by the commanding deputy in crowd control or not situations.”21

There is a wide variety of permitted ranges for impact munitions. The Los Angeles Police Department’s (California) recommended engagement distance for Combined Systems Super Sock® Bean Bag projectiles for deployment in crowd control is “between five (5) feet and thirty (30) feet, however there is NO minimum range.”22 The Portland Police Bureau (Oregon) recommends when firing KIPs “under seven yards, members will aim for the legs. Over seven yards, members will aim anywhere below the waist line except the groin;”23 while the Denver Police Department (Colorado) advises officers not to “intentionally deploy the 40 mm launcher from a range of less than five (5) feet.”24

12 Reuters, “Sudanese security forces fire teargas at anti-coup protesters – witnesses”, 10 January 2022, tinyurl.com/2muxay6v
13 Reuters reported in early January 2022 that according to the CCSD two people had been killed after being struck by tear gas projectiles fired by the security forces during protests. “Sudan: Ongoing Clampdown on Peaceful Protesters, 3 Months After Coup: Eltahir, N/Reuters, “Sudan: Ongoing Clampdown on Peaceful Protesters, 3 Months After Coup: Eltahir, N/Reuters, “Sudan: Ongoing Clampdown on Peaceful Protesters, 3 Months After Coup: Eltahir, N/Reuters”, 10 January 2022, tinyurl.com/2muxay6v
14 Reuters, “Sudanese security forces fire teargas at anti-coup protesters – witnesses”, 10 January 2022, tinyurl.com/2muxay6v
15 Verified photographic evidence shows that the Sudanese security forces deployed the GL-202 Long Range Tear Gas Projectile manufactured by the Brazilian company Condor Tecnologias Não Letais against protestors in Khartoum in November 2021. Export data published by the Brazilian Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC) showed that a range of weapons and ammunition worth approximately $1.85 million USD were exported from the Nova Iguacu municipality, where Condor is headquartered, to Sudan in September 2021.
16 Tear gas grenades and other types of projectiles which are not designed for kinetic impact use are totally inappropriate for such purposes, risk causing deaths and serious injuries, and must never be fired directly at individuals or into crowds. They should be fired at a certain angle clearly above the heads of people (the precise angle will depend on the distance of the launcher from the crowd).
17 Firing tear gas grenades directly at protesters is excessive and unlawful use of force and may amount to torture or other ill-treatment.
19 Georgia Department of Juvenile Justice, “OC Spray and the Pepperball System”, 1 May 2013, gjj.state.ga.us/Police/GJ/Policies/Chapter8/Cl8.3030OCSprayandthePepperballSystem.pdf, 105.00, 4 d.
A US Government Accountability Office Report found that 10 federal law enforcement agencies which used less lethal weapons, including KIPs, in the George Floyd protests in Washington D.C. and Portland (Oregon) had no regulations related to the policing of public assemblies. The report also found that most of the agencies had fundamental gaps in oversight and reporting on use of force.130

In the USA, in the wake of abuse committed by law enforcement during the BLM protests, federal, state, and municipal regulations were introduced or proposed prohibiting or restricting the use of KIPs in the policing of public assembly. According to the International Center for Non-Profit Law (ICNL), as of February 2022, six states and the District of Columbia; six municipalities and two police departments have enacted restrictions; while a further eight states had proposed controls.131

In France, questions remain around the safety and accuracy of the 40 mm Lancée de Balle de Défense (LBD) launcher132,133 and the lack of special training for some law enforcement units responsible for policing the demonstrations.134 Some of the regulative measures taken such as the launching and related munitions are also overly broad. Permitted use includes situations in which police “cannot otherwise defend the land they occupy” or against people escaping custody or refusing to stop for police to carry out investigations (if they can only be forced to stop through the use of weapons) and defence against property.135

In Argentina, after serious abuses by the Federal Police and the Gendarmería, regulations applying to federal agencies were adopted. Criteria mínimos sobre la actuación de los cuerpos policiales y fuerzas de seguridad en manifestaciones públicas (Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at Public Demonstrations), 2011 Section 10 (2) is restrictive and explicitly prohibits the use of KIPs for dispersal: “Rubber bullets shall only be used for defensive purposes, when there is threat to the physical integrity of members of the security force, protesters or third parties. In no circumstances shall they be used as a means to disperse a demonstration.”136 However, these regulations do not apply to state police forces which have registered multiple cases of abuse of force in the policing of public assembly.137

A medical review of 21 patients who presented with face and eye injuries caused by rubber bullets noted severe injuries including bone fragmentation, severe soft-tissue wounds, fractures and open-globe ruptures resulting in blindness.138

FRANCE: THE GILET JAUNE PROTESTS

At least 2,495 protesters were reported to have been injured in the “Gilet Jaune” (Yellow Vest) protests between November 2018 to May 2019.139 Eighty-three complaints were filed by protesters who had suffered injuries allegedly due to the use by law enforcement officials of kinetic impact projectiles fired from the ‘Lanceur des balles de défense’ LBD 40,140 manufactured by Swiss company B&T AG as the GLO. Prior to the protests, in December 2017, the French Ombudsperson (Défenseur des Droits) had called for a ban on the use of the LBD 40 in law enforcement operations, because of its “dangerousness and the disproportionate risks it poses in the context of the demonstrations”.141 After receiving 18 cases of injuries resulting from use of the LBD 40 in the context of the Gilet Jaune protests, French Ombudsperson reiterated this call on 30 January 2019,142 in a position supported by the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights,143 but not carried out by the French authorities. According to a French Senate hearing, around 85% of the 13,460 KIPs used against Gilet Jaune protesters were fired by police forces who were not trained to police demonstrations. Specific training of regular law enforcement officers in the use of the LBD 40 consists of “firing five bullets every three years, without a real-life situation or moving target”.144 A medical review of 21 patients who presented with face and eye injuries caused by rubber bullets noted severe injuries including bone fragmentation, severe soft-tissue wounds, fractures and open-globe ruptures resulting in blindness.145

In Argentina, after serious abuses by the Federal Police and the Gendarmería, regulations applying to federal agencies were adopted. Criteria mínimos sobre la actuación de los cuerpos policiales y fuerzas de seguridad en manifestaciones públicas (Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at Public Demonstrations), 2011 Section 10 (2) is restrictive and explicitly prohibits the use of KIPs for dispersal: “Rubber bullets shall only be used for defensive purposes, when there is threat to the physical integrity of members of the security force, protesters or third parties. In no circumstances shall they be used as a means to disperse a demonstration.”146 However, these regulations do not apply to state police forces which have registered multiple cases of abuse of force in the policing of public assembly.147

In Argentina, after serious abuses by the Federal Police and the Gendarmería, regulations applying to federal agencies were adopted. Criteria mínimos sobre la actuación de los cuerpos policiales y fuerzas de seguridad en manifestaciones públicas (Minimum Criteria for the Development of Protocols for Police and Security Forces at Public Demonstrations), 2011 Section 10 (2) is restrictive and explicitly prohibits the use of KIPs for dispersal: “Rubber bullets shall only be used for defensive purposes, when there is threat to the physical integrity of members of the security force, protesters or third parties. In no circumstances shall they be used as a means to disperse a demonstration.”146 However, these regulations do not apply to state police forces which have registered multiple cases of abuse of force in the policing of public assembly.147
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137 MINISTERIO DE JUSTICIA Y DERECHOS HUMANOS. Criterios mínimos sobre la actuación de los cuerpos policiales y fuerzas de seguridad en manifestaciones públicas. Ley 7.730, 11 de Noviembre de 2015, Articulo 10. "Las postas de goma solo podrán ser utilizadas con fines defensivos en caso de peligro para la integridad física de algún miembro de las instituciones de seguridad, de manifestantes o de terceras personas. En ningún caso se podrá utilizar este tipo de munición como medio para dispersar una manifestación." https://www.gob.cl/2016/06/30/ley-7730-de-2015/

138 See, for example, CEIL, “La policía de riñas está armada con balas de goma para la protección de los vecinos recaudando justicia”, 9 February 2021, jamiira.com/CEIL_Argentina/doc/lalb06273/06273-076_Gabinete_en_noticia,”Video: Impactante testimonio de un joven atacado con balas de goma durante la ley de megamineria”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57mE4Eh0HkY
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Chile’s regulations of the use of KIPs have been modified several times over the past decade. The 2012, Protocolos para el mantenimiento del orden público, contained brief and extremely broadly framed regulations for the use of KIPs. Among other provisions, officers were instructed simply to “take into consideration the distance between the shooter and the crowd, the characteristics of the place (open, closed, alleys, streets, etc.) or whether minors, women or the elderly are participating in the crowd.” There was no reference to the threat level which would permit use. The protocol was updated in March 2019 specifying that KIPs could only be used when the threat reached level 4 ("active aggressor") or level 5 ("potentially lethal active aggression"). An example of Level 4 is given as: “the person being restrained tries to attack the police officer, to resist, or evade restraint” which would clearly be an inappropriate situation for use of KIPs.

After the hundreds of serious injuries and the death of one person due to KIPs during the 2019 protests and pressure from civil society, regulations were subsequently expanded in 2020 and 2021, adding the requirement that the carabineros must adopt an approach based on observation, dialogue and protection of demonstrations;140 provisions that officers deploying KIPs must wear a body camera with all footage secured and archived; and that they must avoid pointing launchers at the face or upper abdomen. However, the changes were insufficient; inherently abusive rubberised buckshot remains illegal and the criteria for the use of shotguns is so broad that the abuses of 2019 could be repeated.

In Israel after the report by Supreme Court Justice Theodore Or recommended the withdrawal of rubber-coated bullets from use,142 security forces began using blue and black sponge KIPs. They were initially regulated under “Professional Directive – Operation of 40 mm Foam Rifles.” According to this directive, such KIPs were only intended “to cause blunt injury and temporarily neutralize rioters during public disturbances” and were employed “in order to deter and arrest individual rioters during disturbances.”144

On 1 January 2015, the operations division of the Israeli Police issued guidelines further restricting use of the heavier black sponge KIPs. According to Haaretz, the guidelines limited their use to “the most serious of circumstances”. They directed the police to aim for rioters’ lower extremities and not to use the sponge KIP against the elderly, against children or against visibly pregnant women.145 The regulations also included a prohibition on use at a range of less than 5 or 10 metres, depending on the type of sponge KIP employed.146

On 1 January 2015, the operations division of the Israeli Police issued guidelines further restricting use of the heavier black sponge KIPs. According to Haaretz, the guidelines limited their use to “the most serious of circumstances”. They directed the police to aim for rioters’ lower extremities and not to use the sponge KIP against the elderly, against children or against visibly pregnant women. The regulations also included a prohibition on use at a range of less than 5 or 10 metres, depending on the type of sponge KIP employed. In June, the operations division issued a revised, less stringent version of the guidelines. The use of the rifle and sponge KIPs is still only permitted in the most serious of circumstances, but the restrictions on targeting the elderly, children and pregnant women, is now caveated “to the extent possible.”

South Africa’s National Instruction 4 of 2014 Public Order Police: crowd management during public gatherings and demonstrations prohibits the use of “birdshot (fine lead pellets) and buckshot (small lead pellets)” but allows the use of approved rubber rounds on command “as offensive measures to disperse a crowd in extreme circumstances, if less forceful methods have proven ineffective.”147 South African Correctional Services Act, 1998 Section 34 allows use by trained correctional officials “during emergency situations”. It does not specify a minimum safe distance and appears to suggest that there are no restrictions on targeting individuals further than 30 metres away.148 Other police bodies, such as the UK College of Policing, have developed more detailed policies, dealing with deployment, authorization and criteria for use, effects, risk factors, and needing medical assistance.149 Post-deployment and reporting requirements. The UK College of Policing advises against using KIPs for crowd control, stating that “the use of a kinetic energy device in a situation of public disorder may have a profound impact on crowd dynamics, with implications for public safety and order.” However, plastic bullets continue to be used for public order policing in Northern Ireland and their use remains highly controversial.150

140 Carabineros de Chile, Protocolos para el mantenimiento del orden público, 2.16/3, “Emples de escopeta ant-disturbios, Import. 01/41/2015”, p. 28.
142 Ministerio del Interior y Seguridad Pública, Subsecretaría del Interior, Dirección General, Protocolo para el mantenimiento y restablecimiento del orden público, Orden General 2.850 de 20 de septiembre de 2001.
LACK OF REGULATION OVER THE TRADE IN KIPS

States have a positive obligation to prevent acts of torture and other forms of ill-treatment. Furthermore, under the International Law Commission’s (ILC) articles on state responsibility, a state can be held responsible for certain harms by another state that occur outside its territory if it knowingly “aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally wrongful act.” This could include, for example, the provision of material aid, such as law enforcement equipment, to a state that is known to use such equipment to commit serious human rights violations, including torture or other ill-treatment. Companies producing law enforcement equipment also have a responsibility to respect all human rights wherever they operate throughout their operations and supply chains, up to and including the use of their products and services by third parties.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF COMPANIES PRODUCING KIPS

Worldwide, manufacturing companies in every region promote a huge variety of different types and models of KIPs – some inherently problematic such as multiple projectile ammunition - to law enforcement departments across the world. While local law enforcement agencies must be held accountable for human rights violations, companies also have a responsibility to respect human rights. Under the globally-endorsed UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UN Guiding Principles) “all companies, whether state-owned or not, have a responsibility to respect all human rights wherever they operate throughout their operations and value chains, up to and including the use of their products and services by third parties.

To this end, companies should carry out due diligence to “identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their impacts on human rights.”

Among other things, they must avoid causing or contributing to human rights harm through their activities and, if harm occurs, cease the activities and remedy the harm. Business responsibility to respect human rights under Pillar II of the UN Guiding Principles “sets independently of States’ abilities and/or willingness to fulfill their own human rights obligations.” Companies exporting equipment that is at risk of being misused by police forces – particularly to countries with a poor record of compliance with international human rights law and use of force principles - must apply rigorous human rights due diligence before proceeding with the sale. If it is impossible to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts of the use of their products and services, then the company must suspend or cease supply.

However, despite the high human rights risks associated with their use, the manufacture and trade in KIPs is poorly regulated. In some countries - for example the USA - trade in some types of launchers are regulated through export controls on military use items. But there are no global controls on the trade in law enforcement equipment.

Regional trade controls on some law enforcement equipment are in force through the EU Anti-Torture Regulation. The Council of Europe (CoE) has adopted a formal recommendation which provides a framework for states to better regulate the trade in goods which could be used for “capital punishment, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,” which also includes some crowd control equipment. But neither the EU Anti-Torture Regulation nor the CoE recommendation include KIPs or related launchers.

7.1 LACK OF TRANSPARENCY

Unlike transfers of military equipment which many states regulate and report at least to some extent domestically and internationally through national reporting, the UN Register of Conventional Arms and their annual ATT export and import reports, there is a dearth of data on transfers of policing equipment. Non-governmental organisations, including Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation, along with national human rights activists and journalists have pieced together aspects of the trade through open-source investigations of equipment filmed or photographed at protest sites and documented in places of detention.

While precise chains of custody are often impossible to establish, Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation have identified serious misuse of identifiable foreign manufactured KIPs and launchers in crowd control, which in certain cases have amounted to torture or other forms of ill-treatment.

7.2 FRENCH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT MISUSED IN LEBANON

From October 2019 and 2020 there were mass protests across Lebanon in response to rising prices, high unemployment, dire public services and rampant and systemic corruption. During this period, at least 1,000 protesters were injured due to unlawful use of force by Lebanese security forces. Amnesty International documented repeated targeting of peaceful protesters with rubber bullets, including police shooting rubber bullets indiscriminately into the crowd at chest-level, sometimes at close range, indicating that they were shooting to harm. Many of the protesters sustained upper body injuries to the eyes, face, neck, chest and upper arms.
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In August 2020, security forces recklessly fired tear gas grenades into the crowds from launchers, causing several serious injuries. Jad (not his real name) was in the Azarieh district when he was hit in the face by a tear gas grenade. He told Amnesty International: “As we were packing to leave, I was hit in the face above my right eye with a tear gas grenade. My nose is broken and my whole face is swollen.” Faten (not her real name) was hit by a tear gas grenade in her right shoulder. She was also in the Azarieh district when riot police attacked the crowd. She told Amnesty International: “The riot police were only 10 meters away. I felt I was hit by something on my shoulder. I couldn’t feel my arm anymore. I thought I lost it, and then I collapsed. They were shooting tear gas at chest level directly at the people.”

Verified video evidence from 8 August 2020 shows Lebanese security forces employing a variety of French manufactured launchers and tear gas projectiles. This included SAE Alsetex hand-held Cougar 56mm launchers and SAE Alsetex Land Cougars which are 12 barrelled versions of the standard Cougar launchers that can be used on the ground or from a vehicle. They fire 56mm calibre munitions, in single shot fire, or in 4 or 12 grenade salvos. At a maximum rate of 12 grenades in less than a minute, which according to the company, allows “full coverage over a wide area.” Both the handheld Cougar and the vehicle mounted Land Cougar launchers can utilise the full range of SAE Alsetex 56mm grenades, and among the munitions identified on that day were SAE Alsetex SM6 tear gas grenades.

“We were peaceful protesters, forming a line in front of the riot police. We weren’t moving towards them. They were only four or five meters away... I saw one of them shooting and pointing directly at the people”

Jean George Prince who was wounded whilst protesting peacefully near Le Grey Hotel

When questioned about the transfer of French manufactured law enforcement equipment to Lebanon, the French Ministry of the Armed Forces answered in writing to National Assembly that the most recent military licences for combined-effect hand grenades (tear gas/acoustic/flashbang grenades) and single-effect hand grenades (acoustic) were issued in the first quarter 2019, but did not address the issue of rubber bullets and related launchers. As a powerful, militarized multiple projectile system which leads to the excessive and uncontrollable use of force, the vehicle mounted multiple-barrel Cougar system cannot be used in line with the principles of necessity and proportionality; nor can it be used in compliance with law enforcement officials’ duty to minimize harm. Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation call for the trade and use of this type of weapon to be prohibited for law enforcement.

7.3 US MANUFACTURED KIPS MISUSED IN ISRAEL

As a result of the 2003 Or Commission recommendations prohibiting the use of rubber-coated bullets, the Israeli Police introduced kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) that had a sponge or foam tip: the 40mm eXact Impact Sponge Rounds manufactured by US company, Defense Technology; and the 4557 Foam Baton and (potentially also the 4557 HV Foam Baton) manufactured by a second US company, Combined Systems Incorporated. The black sponge 4557 Foam Baton KIP is twice as heavy as the blue sponge eXact Impact KIP, and is composed of a harder, less compressible foam tip.
According to the Association of Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), 35 Palestinians were injured by the black sponge KIPs between July 2014 and the end of 2016. Sixteen of them were minors and 28 of the victims, including 12 minors, were hit in the head. Seventeen lost their sight in one or both eyes. Among the injuries sustained by the others were shattered jaws and teeth, multiple facial bone and skull fractures, brain haemorrhaging and irreversible brain damage.271 Local NGO B’Tselem has also documented the grave impact of a range of KIPs on Palestinian protesters and bystanders over many years.272 Recent cases include the death of a 10-year-old after being hit in the chest by a black sponge KIP on 19 July 2016,273 and the fracture and bruising of a 16-year-old’s skull on 6 January 2019 after an Israeli Border Police officer fired a sponge KIP without any warning.274

Sponge-tipped projectiles have caused multiple injuries during the various Al Aqsa Mosque protests. On 27 July 2017, Amnesty International documented Israeli security forces “firing stun grenades, tear gas and sponge-tipped bullets into a peaceful crowd as they stood at the entrance of the al-Aqsa mosque compound and inside.” Following this incident the Palestinian Red Crescent Society reported that at least 96 Palestinians were injured in and around the mosque.275 On 22 April 2022, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) reported that “a number of Palestinians, including elderly, women, children and at least one journalist, who did not appear to pose any threat to the Israeli security forces in any manner, were beaten with batons or shot with sponge-tipped bullets from close range. Many sustained broken bones. Some were injured from stun grenades including some directly striking their heads.”276

According to the UN Special Rapporteur on the use of Less-Lethal Weapons in East Jerusalem, 1 June 2016, “Israel’s use of sponge bullets violated international human rights and humanitarian law.”277

7.4 THE NEED FOR GLOBAL TRADE CONTROLS ON LESS LETHAL EQUIPMENT

These examples show the urgent need for international prohibitions and controls on the trade in KIPs and related launchers. Like tear gas, KIPs occupy an ambiguous position straddling military and policing equipment control lists and associated trade control measures. Consequently, there is a lack of clarity in many states as to whether, and if so, how governments apply human rights risk assessments to potential transfers of such less lethal weapons. Furthermore, in many countries there is a lack of transparency around export licensing decisions and trade data which means this equipment is transferred with inadequate oversight and accountability from national legislature and the public.

In June 2023, the UN General Assembly adopted Resolution 73/304, Towards torture-free Trade..., which initiated a process for “examining the feasibility, scope and parameters for possible common international standards” for regulating international trade in this area.278 In May 2022, a UN-mandated Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) recommended that the UN General Assembly “could proceed to negotiate an international legally binding instrument” on the torture trade.279 Such an instrument - a Torture-Free Trade Treaty280 - would introduce global, legally-binding prohibitions and trade controls on law enforcement equipment used in the commission of torture or other ill-treatment. Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation, working with a strong civil society network of over 30 organizations, wholeheartedly support these efforts.

While states discuss international regulation, they must impose their own restrictions, refusing to permit specific transfers of less lethal and other law enforcement equipment, including KIPs and related launchers, where there are clear human rights risks of misuse by the intended end users, and prohibiting the production and trade of inherently abusive models which cannot be used in line with international law and standards on the use of force.

---
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The deployment of kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) and other types of projectiles against protesters has led to thousands of injuries across the world – including permanent disabilities, such as loss of sight in one or both eyes - and scores of deaths. In many cases KIPs have been used on peaceful protesters, to disperse crowds or as a tool of intimidation and punishment. They, along with other types of less lethal weapons, have caused lasting physical and psychological damage to individuals exercising their right of peaceful assembly. Despite these grave risks, there are no international regulations on the manufacture and trade of this equipment.

Certain KIP models, including various types of multiple projectiles, multiple-barrel launch systems, inherently inaccurate single projectiles and rubber coated metal bullets, have no place in law enforcement and must be prohibited. Projectiles which are not designed for crowd control, such as metal pellets used for hunting, must never be used in law enforcement.

Projectiles which can be used in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force must be used to the minimum extent necessary by trained law enforcement officials under specific, narrowly-defined circumstances in order to avoid the very real risks of serious, including life-changing, injury. KIPs are not appropriate tools for generalised crowd control and must never be used to disperse public assemblies. They must never be used against certain groups on the basis of “race, ethnicity, colour, sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, disability, property or birth, or other similar criteria”; thus violating the human rights prohibition on discrimination.

Finally, given the high risks of harm, police forces must rigorously assess whether there is an operational need for the use of KIPs in law enforcement – especially for the policing of public assembly. Some countries, states within countries and individual police forces have been able to operate without an operational need for the use of KIPs in law enforcement, avoiding the complexities that surround the lawful use of these powerful, and potentially dangerous, weapons.

**USE OF KIPs**

KIPs may only be used lawfully in very limited circumstances. They may only be used as a last resort against violent individuals posing an imminent threat of severe harm to persons. Single projectiles may only be used to target an individual, in order to contain and stop the violence and only when less extreme means is insufficient to achieve this objective. Single projectiles may only be discharged from a safe distance, be carefully targeted and aimed only at persons directly involved in such violence. Projectiles must never be aimed at the head, upper-body or groin areas. They must not be fired from moving vehicles or by officers who are running; to minimize risks, the firer should be stationary.

Each deployment must be authorized by a senior officer, recorded and evaluated for compliance with international use of force standards. Use against individuals at higher risk of more serious injury, such as pregnant women, children and older people, must be avoided, and particular care must be taken when using KIPs in the vicinity of those at elevated risk. KIPs must not be intentionally rebounded off the ground (“skip fired”) before striking the target. Kinetic impact projectiles must never be used to control a crowd or disperse a public assembly. Nor should KIPs be fired from the air or an elevated position, due to increased risks of striking targets in the head.

Extreme caution must be exercised when targeting violent individuals in the dynamic environment of a public assembly where risks of hitting bystanders are high. Unless absolutely necessary, clear warnings should be given before firing KIPs allowing sufficient time for the warning to be heeded. Medical care must be promptly made available to anyone injured by such projectiles.

**“States parties must ensure that all weapons, including less-lethal weapons, are subject to strict independent testing, and that officers deployed with them receive specific training, and must evaluate and monitor the impact of weapons on the rights of those affected.”**

**WEAPONS REVIEW**

Each type of projectile and launcher, its sighting system, zeroing protocol and associated regulations for use, and training package must be treated as a single system. The whole system must have undergone rigorous, independent, scientific/ballistic testing and review to ensure that projectiles and related launchers can be used safely and effectively, without causing unwarranted injuries, in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force. Reviews must include assessment of a projectile’s weight, composition, velocity, range for safe use, and importantly, accuracy. To ensure that it is fit for human rights compliant law enforcement use. Projectiles must be capable of striking an individual to within a 10-centimetre diameter of the targeted point when fired from the designated range. Technical reviews must assess the complete system – that is the launcher and the projectile as a single unit – as different combinations of launchers and projectiles can produce radically different results.

KIPs must only be used when they fulfill a legitimate operational need. Their use in real life situations should be regularly monitored and weapons must be immediately withdrawn if their use results in patterns of unwarranted harm. Results of standardised scientific/ballistic models of KIPs and launchers should be used to inform clearly defined recommendations for lawful use, including:
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permitted ranges and relevant targeting information. Such guidance should be based on international
human rights law and standards on the use of force and be publicly available. The testing should be
carried out by independent medical, legal, policing and other experts and should not merely follow the
manufacturer’s claims regarding their safety. Projectiles should also be periodically assessed throughout
their life span. Materials might harden and/or change and affect their flight behaviour if stored for long
periods of time. Storage conditions and duration need to be defined to ensure that projectiles continue
to meet standards and conditions under which they were initially tested and evaluated. Any munition
beyond its shelf life must not be used operationally.

PROHIBITED KIPS

Munitions containing, or devices firing, multiple KIPs are inherently inaccurate, they cannot be targeted
only to an individual engaged in violence and will cause unwarranted injury, and therefore have no
legitimate law enforcement use and must be prohibited.189 KIPs containing metals are particularly
dangerous due to their weight and penetrative effects and cannot be used safely. Rubber-coated
metal bullets present a great risk of causing excessive harm, including potentially death, and must
be prohibited for the policing of public assemblies. Multiple projectile rubberized buckshot is both
inherently inaccurate and carries an elevated risk of serious injuries because of the metal content of
its projectiles and thus must be prohibited. Multiple-barrel launchers designed to launch multiple KIPs
simultaneously cannot comply with the principles of necessity and proportionality and their use must
be prohibited for law enforcement.190

USE OF OTHER PROJECTILES

Metal shot designed for hunting cannot be adequately targeted, causes serious unwarranted injuries,
including eye injuries, and must never be used in the policing of public assembly. Tear gas grenades
are not designed as impact projectiles and must never be fired directly at individuals.

TRAINING

Law enforcement agencies must ensure that use of KIPs is confined to the smallest necessary number
of specially trained officers. Such officers must receive regular, adequate training – independent of
manufacturers - on the use of KIPs and related launchers, including scenarios that accurately reflect
actual operational use. Training must include obligatory human rights considerations regarding when
and how to resort to the use of these weapons, including specific instructions on acceptable trajectory,
velocity and target range. There must be an obligatory certification process in which law enforcement
officials are required to obtain a certain standard of proficiency to be allowed to use the weapon, with
initial training followed by regular refresher courses. Officers who have not received adequate training
must not be issued with KIPs. Officers must be trained to think of KIPs as particularly dangerous
weapons that can cause serious injury and even death.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Each instance of the use of less lethal weapons, including KIPs, must be carefully monitored by the
authorities to ensure that it complies with international human rights law requirements of legality,
legitimate aim, necessity and proportionality in the use of force. As with any use of force, the use of
less lethal weapons must be subject to the requirement of obligatory reporting to a superior. The higher
the risk of serious injury or even death resulting from the use of the device, the more thorough the
reporting process must be. Monitoring must be carried out with a view to not just holding officers found
to have misused less lethal weapons to account, but also improving standard practice to minimize the
harm caused by the lawful use of less lethal weapons in all circumstances. Timely and accurate data
on factors such as types of equipment authorized for use, frequency of use and injuries and deaths
resulting from use should be regularly made publicly available.

TRADE

The UN has begun a process related to international measures to control the trade in goods that could
be used for torture or other ill-treatment. Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation
advocate for crowd control equipment, including KIPs and related launchers, to be explicitly covered
by a binding Torture-free Trade Treaty.191 In relation to KIPs and related launchers, such a treaty must
prohibit manufacture, trade and use of:

• ammunition containing multiple KIPs;
• single KIPs that are inherently excessively injurious or inaccurate;
• multiple-barrel launchers designed for the simultaneous launch of KIPs for law enforcement

A Torture-free Trade Treaty must also include strict, human rights-based controls on the export and
transit of:

• single KIPs, including plastic bullets, rubber bullets and other projectiles such as bean bags
that are not inherently inaccurate;
• kinetic impact projectile launchers designed to launch single KIPs.

While states discuss international regulation, they must impose their own restrictions, stop the trade in
less lethal and other law enforcement equipment, including KIPs and related launchers, where there are
clear human rights risks, and strictly controlling their use domestically.192
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Amnesty International and the Omega Research Foundation are calling on states/law enforcement agencies to:

PRIOR TO ADOPTION

- Assess whether there is an operational need for the use of KIPs for law enforcement, and if this is the case, define as narrowly as possible what that need is.
- Carry out independent, rigorous, scientific/ballistic testing and review on equipment to be authorized for use to ensure that it can be used safely, in line with international human rights law and standards on the use of force.
- Update or reinforce guidance on use to include permitted equipment types, range limits, explicit prohibitions on use for generalized crowd control/disruption, explicit warnings on health impacts and post-deployment and reporting requirements.
- Restrict the use of KIPs to specialised, highly trained law enforcement officials.
- Ensure that all law enforcement officers authorized to use independently tested and approved KIPs and related launchers undergo initial training followed by regular refresher courses in order to be certified to use the equipment.
- Make publicly available information about the types of equipment permitted for use, how they have been tested, what guidance there is on permitted use and what training on use has been undertaken.
- Ensure kinetic impact projectiles and launchers are uniquely marked and registered when issued to each individual officer, in order to facilitate the later identification of an official who discharged their weapon in any given situation.

WHILE IN USE

- Mandate the issuing of clear warnings particularly in the policing of public assembly to give crowds adequate time and a safe space to move away from targeted individuals;
- Ensure each use is authorized by a commanding officer, clear warnings are given before discharge and adequate medical care is available and provided promptly to those needing it.
- Strictly monitor the use of KIPs, logging each discharge and review each incident to ensure compliance with international human rights law and standards on the use of force.
- Thoroughly and independently investigate any incidents of suspected unlawful use and ensure full accountability for those found responsible, including along chains of command.
- Continuously evaluate overall effectiveness and necessity of use.
- Publish disaggregated data on use, injuries and deaths and accountability processes for misuse.
- Provide adequate and prompt remedy including appropriate medical care and rehabilitation, restitution, and fair and adequate financial compensation to those impacted by reckless and/or unlawful KIPs.

PROHIBITIONS

States/law enforcement agencies must also prohibit the use of kinetic impact projectiles that are inherently inaccurate and/or too powerful to be used safely for law enforcement, and dangerous methods of use, including:

- Ammunition containing multiple KIPs.
- KIPs containing metals including rubberized buckshot and rubber-coated metal bullets.
- Single KIPs which are inherently inaccurate or excessively injurious by design.
- Multiple-barrel launch systems that are overly powerful and which cannot be used in line with the principles of necessity and proportionality.
- Techniques which make it impossible to accurately target an individual engaged in violence such as skip firing (ricocheting off the ground).
- The use of tear gas munitions as direct impact projectiles.

TRADE CONTROLS

With regard to the international trade in law enforcement equipment, states must:

- Introduce regulations or strengthen existing national controls on the trade in goods used for torture or other forms of ill-treatment.
- Increase public accountability and transparency over the transfer of law enforcement equipment through regular, thorough public reporting of all transfers of law enforcement equipment.
- Support the development of regional and international instruments in this area, including by taking an active diplomatic role in the current UN process and support initiatives aimed at the development of an international “Torture-Free Trade Treaty”.
- If not already a member, Join the global Alliance for Torture-Free Trade - a group of over 60 states from all regions pledging to take measures to control and restrict exports of goods used for torture or other ill-treatment.135

RESPONSIBILITY OF COMPANIES

Companies manufacturing and trading KIPs and related launchers must:

- Commit to respect human rights and develop and implement robust human rights due diligence policies and processes which cover human rights risks and abuses connected with the use of their products and services.
- Refrain from transfers where a company has identified a risk that KIPs and related launchers will be used for serious human rights violations, including torture or other forms of ill-treatment, and is unable to or chooses not to mitigate the risk.
- Cease manufacture and transfer of inherently abusive KIPs and KIP launchers, including multiple-barrel kinetic impact launchers designed for the simultaneous launch of multiple KIPs, ammunition containing multiple KIPs and single KIPs that are inherently injurious or inaccurate.

135 Alliance for Torture-Free Trade, torturefreetrade.org. The Alliance also works for controls/restrictions on goods used to carry out executions.
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The deployment of kinetic impact projectiles (KIPs) and other types of projectiles against protesters has led to thousands of injuries across the world - including permanent disabilities and scores of deaths. In many cases KIPs have been used as a tool of intimidation and punishment against peaceful protesters. Given the grave human rights impacts of KIPs, strict national, regional and global regulation over not just their adoption and use, but their design and trade is essential. This includes the creation of a robust Torture-free Trade Treaty which bans inherently abusive law enforcement equipment and introduces strict, human rights-based trade controls on other equipment.